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Abstract

While multiagent technology has been widely applied in various business areas, there is no unified and coherent multiagent system architecture and conceptual grammar for modeling integrative business information systems. In this paper we propose a special-purpose ontology for Multiagent-based Integrative Business Information System (MIBIS) called the GRITICKA ontology that provides a modeling grammar for the MIBIS universe. We hope that this ontology will help in developing ontology-driven MIBIS applications with a high degree of reuse.
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Introduction

While multiagent technology has been widely applied in various business areas, there is no unified and coherent multiagent system architecture and conceptual grammar for modeling integrative business information systems. A consequence of this situation is that system developers have to craft individual application systems from scratch each time. Ontological approaches for multiagent system development not only allow knowledge-level reuse, but also improve system quality by providing guidance for system developers to select appropriate system components. The main contribution of this paper is the development of a special-purpose ontology termed GRITICKA for the Multiagent-based Integrative Business Information Systems (MIBIS) universe. We develop this ontology by integrating relevant and necessary concepts pertinent to both the domains of multiagent systems and integrative business information systems. The main motivation for developing GRITICKA ontology is that this ontology will help in developing ontology-driven MIBIS systems with a high degree of reuse. Our approach is similar to efforts such as the Smart Object Model (Vaishnavi, et al., 1997) developed for modeling of complex operations management systems, the SEAM model (Bajaj and Ram, 2002) developed for modeling of workflow systems, the REA Ontology (Geerts and McCarthy, 2000) developed for enterprise accounting information systems, and the knowledge-based approach proposed by Sugumaran et al. (2000) for modeling and developing business information systems. However, the GRITICKA ontology provides a comprehensive set of foundation constructs, their semantics, and their relationships for modeling systems in the MIBIS universe, which other existing ontologies and modeling grammars do not provide. Further, our ontology specifies mechanisms for integrating the individual GRITICKA constructs for the MIBIS universe.

Multiagent-Based Integrative Business Information Systems

An Integrative Business Information System (IBIS) is a complex information system that integrates multiple work systems in a single information system. For example, an ERP system is an IBIS because it integrates a number of work systems including
customer order management, inventory management, product pricing, and logistics management in a single information system. An IBIS supports and coordinates the tasks performed by multiple actors who are individually neither capable nor knowledgeable about all the different tasks in the entire workflow supported by the integrative system (Kishore, et al., 2003). A multiagent system is defined as a loosely coupled network of problem solvers that interact to solve problems that are beyond the individual capabilities or knowledge of each problem solver (Durfee and Lesser, 1989). While IBIS systems support a number of organizational actors who interact with one another while performing tasks as part of business processes to achieve their own as well as agreed upon and shared business goals, multiagent systems are essentially “communities” of autonomous and problem-solving agents that interact using computer networks. Multiagent systems architecture, therefore, appears to be quite appropriate for conceptualizing and implementing IBIS systems. This paper applies the multiagent systems paradigm for developing IBIS systems and refers to such information systems as MIBIS, short for Multiagent-based Integrative Business Information Systems.

Integrating multiagent systems architectures with integrative business information systems, a MIBIS entity possess the following characteristics: 1) a MIBIS entity is a distributed multiagent system; 2) there is no global control in the MIBIS entity; 3) agents within a MIBIS entity coordinate their tasks through conversational interactions; and 4) agents play organizational roles within the MIBIS entity to solve organizational problems and meet business goals.

 Ontology-Driven Development of Multiagent-Based Integrated Business Information Systems (MIBIS)

Ontology – or the nature of being, has been a subject matter of study in the field of philosophy for a long time and it provides a description of the essential properties and relations of all beings in the universe. In recent times, however, the notion of ontology has been expanded in the field of artificial intelligence which now uses the term to refer to not one but multiple ontologies, each of which refers to the specification of knowledge about entities and their relationships in a limited knowledge universe only (Chandrasekaran, et al., 1999). Regarded as an engineering artifact, an ontology in IS has recently been defined as “a representational vocabulary for a discourse universe that is complete with appropriate syntax and semantics, and which can be utilized to model domains of interest within the discourse universe” and have been classified into general-purpose and special-purpose ontologies (Kishore, et al., Forthcoming). General-purpose ontologies are used to describe unbounded universes of discourse whereas special-purpose ontologies are used to describe bounded universes of discourse. For example, UML and ER modeling are general-purpose ontologies because they can be used to model any information system whereas the REA ontology (Geerts and McCarthy, 2000) and the Smart Object Model (Vaishnavi, et al., 1997) are used to model enterprise accounting information systems and complex operations management systems, respectively. While general-purpose ontologies such as UML provide a rich vocabulary and strong syntax for aiding the analysis and design activities during the course of development of new IS, they lack the semantics that are specific to the context of the MIBIS bounded universe, creating the need for a special-purpose ontology for this discourse universe. For instance, literature shows that most enterprise and workflow models lack the semantics to concisely represent specific activities, tasks, business processes, business goals, and organization structures of a business (Scheer, 1999; Weigand and Heuvel, 2002). This is quite true for the MIBIS universe as well, because domain-specific semantics, such as autonomy, reactivity, distributed control, interactions, etc., are not supported adequately by general-purpose ontologies. Further discussion about the efficacy of individual general-purpose ontologies for the MIBIS universe is beyond the scope of this paper due to word-count limitations.

The GRITICKA Ontology

The GRITICKA ontology extracts core concepts from both IBIS and multiagent systems literature to form a foundation ontology for the MIBIS bounded universe. It is an acronym for the concepts are central to the MIBIS universe: Goal, Role, Information, Task, Interaction, Capability, Knowledge, and Agent. This ontology is not only descriptive in that it describes the essential orthogonal dimensions that are at the root of the MIBIS universe, it is also a prescriptive ontology that provides a representational language, constructs, and semantics for guiding the analysis and design of MIBIS systems and is discussed below.

The Environment-Level Architecture

At the environmental level, a MIBIS is regarded as a black box, interacting with other entities in the business environment. The environment-level concepts are defined to specify the scope and user requirements for a MIBIS system. The GRITICKA ontology provides the concepts of MIBIS Entity, Non-MIBIS Entity, User, and Goal at this level (Figure 1). A MIBIS entity refers to a
multiagent-based integrative business information system. A non-MIBIS entity refers to traditional information systems that do not possess intelligence to deal with dynamic environments. A user is a human user who utilizes the MIBIS entity. Each MIBIS entity is associated with one or more business goals. Goals are regarded as a fundamental concept for MIBIS requirement specification because MIBIS entities exist to meet specific business goals. Further, systems developed based on goals are claimed to be more stable than those based on functions, processes or information structures that often change with time (Deloach, et al., 2001; Kendall, et al., 1998). Also, goal-oriented analysis aids in the elicitation and elaboration of requirements, relating system requirements to organizational and business contexts, clarifying requirements with stakeholder groups, and dealing with conflicts among them (Yu and Mylopoulos, 1998). Therefore, a MIBIS entity is represented as a goal tree at this level. Interactions among MIBIS entities, non-MIBIS entities, and users are modeled to help in the construction of the goal tree. Goal being one of the key constructs necessary for modeling a MIBIS entity is part of the foundation GRITICKA ontology for the MIBIS universe.

The System-Level Architecture

At the system level, a MIBIS entity is a white box and the ontological categories at this level capture the concepts that are essential to model individual agents within the MIBIS entity and their interactions with each other during the course of task performance for achievement of business goals specified at the environmental level. These concepts include Goal, Role, Information infrastructure, Task, Interaction, and Agent (see figure 2).

The goal construct provides the bridge between the environmental- and system-level architectures. A system-level goal is essentially a leaf goal in the goal tree that is created at the environmental level. The leaf goals are assigned to roles. Role, defined as “a collection of duties and rights” (Biddle and Thomas, 1966), is identified as a central construct in the GRITICKA ontology because work in organizations is usually assigned to roles as opposed to specific named individuals (Basu and Kumar, 2002). On one hand, usage of role in multiagent systems modeling has advantages of design focus, reusability, and flexibility (Cabri, 2001). For example, the Gaia methodology and MESSAGE/UML both deploy role concept in analysis phase (Caire, et al., 2001; Wooldridge, et al., 2000). On the other hand, role is a basic construct in IBIS systems modeling (Basu and Kumar, 2002; Kumar, 1999; Kumar, et al., 2002). The role construct in the GRITICKA ontology is essentially an abstraction for the tasks that are necessary to be performed to achieve an individual goal, the interactions that need to occur with other roles to successfully perform the required tasks, and the information that needs to be accessed or will be generated during the course of performance of those tasks. Just as in the organizational context where an abstract role is assigned to one or more physical human agents (e.g., the abstract role of an inventory manager may be assigned to a physical human agent named John Q. Batman), an abstract role in the MIBIS universe is assigned to and implemented by physical software agents.
A task is an activity that is performed by a role to achieve one or more goals. A task can be as simple as a single activity or as complex as a complete business process. A task has both functional and behavioral aspects to it. The functional perspective describes the content of a task, i.e., what a role should perform. The behavioral perspective specifies how a task should be performed including its sequence and timing, its frequency and repetitiveness, and whether it is optional. Tasks can be decomposed and participate in aggregation/decomposition relationship with other tasks. Tasks also participate in precedence and concurrence relationships with other tasks to describe interdependencies among them. If task A precedes task B, then task A must be performed before task B. If task A is concurrent with task B, then task A and B must be performed in parallel. If task A is not concurrent with task B, then either task A or task B is performed, but they cannot be performed at the same time. Because tasks are the means by which system goals are accomplished and they define the duty of a role, they are included as a foundation construct in the GRITICKA ontology for the MIBIS universe.

Interaction is the mechanism by which interdependencies among roles are coordinated. Interdependencies among roles arise due to interdependencies between tasks performed by different roles, simultaneity constraints, task/subtask relationships, and shared resources (Malone and Crowston, 1994). An interaction in the GRITICKA ontology is defined as a coordinated sequence of speech acts or communicative acts aimed at defining and reaching a goal (Dietz, 2001; Winograd, 1987). Speech acts view human natural language as actions, such as requests, suggestions, commitments, acceptance, cancellation, etc., which may affect individual’s future courses of action. An interaction in GRITICKA has the following properties: initiator, responder, states, transition rule, and communicative act. An initiator is the role that starts an interaction with a communicative act. A responder is the role addressed by the initiator and the one expected to respond to the communicative act utilized by the initiator. A state captures the current state of affairs between a pair of initiator and responder and includes such states as message sent, waiting for response, etc. A transition rule governs the flow of interactions from one state to the next. Interactions are also included in the GRITICKA ontology as a foundation construct because this is a central mechanism for coordination in both multiagent systems and integrative business information systems.

Information infrastructure refers to the information resources available in a MIBIS system and may pertain to both the functional and the non-functional aspects of the MIBIS system. The functional information resources pertain to the business functionality that is provided by the MIBIS system whereas the non-functional information resources pertain to operational, performance, and information assurance aspects of the MIBIS system. Information resources are represented as regular entities described by
attributes and may participate in association, generalization, or aggregation/composition types of relationships with other information resources. Information infrastructure is obviously a key aspect of any information system and the MIBIS universe is no exception. Therefore, we include information infrastructure as a foundation construct in the GRITICKA ontology.

An agent is the entity that physically implements a role. An agent inherits the goals, duties, and rights from the roles it plays and actually performs the tasks, engages in interactions with other agents, and accesses and updates the required information infrastructure. Figure 2 above depicts the GRITICKA constructs and their logical relationship in graphic symbols at the system level.

The Agent-Level Architecture

A software agent is a computer system that is situated in a particular IT environment and is capable of autonomous action in this environment in order to meet its design objectives (Wooldridge and Jennings, 1995). Software agents exhibit properties of autonomy, reactivity, pro-activeness, and social ability. The ontological categories at the agent level capture the constructs that are necessary to model the internal architecture of individual agents within a MIBIS entity.

The abstract roles defined at the MIBIS system level may be assigned to different physical agents each of who may implement the same role in a different manner due to their unique internal knowledge structure and capabilities. Knowledge is information possessed in the mind of individuals (Alavi and Leidner, 2001). Knowledge is also defined as a justified belief that increases an entity’s capacity for effective action (Huber, 1991; Nonaka, 1994). Therefore, agent knowledge is defined as the set of beliefs an agent holds and the rules it uses to form new beliefs. Beliefs are facts an agent keeps about itself, the environment it resides in, other agents in the system and their beliefs, and the problem domain. Deduction rules are a set of rules which enable an agent to reason and deduct new beliefs about the itself and its environment.

Capability is defined as an agent’s knowledge about actions including the agent’s current actions, commitments, problem solving strategies, and social strategies. Agent’s current actions and commitments describe what actions an agent is performing and what commitments it has made for task performance. Problem solving strategies and social strategies allows an agent to form different plans to perform tasks or to communicate with other agents. Before an agent can be assigned to a role or roles, it must have capabilities to fulfill the duties defined by the role/roles. Figure 3 summarizes the logical relationships among agent, capability, and knowledge infrastructure.

![Figure 3. The Agent-Level Architecture of MIBIS Entities](image-url)
Conclusion and Future Directions

In this paper, we propose a special-purpose ontology GRITICKA for MIBIS. While some other ontologies deploy similar concepts, our ontology differs from them in detail semantics and the universe focused. For example, the organization ontology for the TOVE project (Fox, et al., 1998) is developed for enterprise modeling and therefore introduces role hierarchy for control relationship in the enterprise. Our ontology focuses on integration of multiple work systems, and therefore we only consider peer-to-peer relationship in the role concept. SEAM (Bajaj and Ram, 2002) focuses on traditional workflow modeling by deploying the concepts of State, Entity, and Activity, while ours distinguish Entity into Agent, and Information to allow more flexible modeling of adaptive business systems.

The GRITICKA ontology provides a start point for ontological study of MIBIS. We are currently involved in 1) developing formal definitions for the GRITICKA constructs; 2) developing a GRITICKA-based MIBIS development methodology and design principles; 3) developing lower-level GRITICKA constructs to facilitate reuse; and 4) developing software tools that implement the GRITICKA ontology and development methodology to support MIBIS analysis, design, and development.
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